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4.4 Barriers
A noise barrier is an obstacle placed between a noise source and a receiver
which interrupts the path of the noise. They can be made out of many different
substances:

a. sloping mounds of earth, called berms
b. walls and fences made of various materials including concrete, wood, metal,

plastic, and stucco
c. regions of dense plantings of shrubs and trees
d. combinations of the above techniques

The choice of a particular alternative depends upon considerations of space,
cost, safety and aesthetics, as well as the desired level of sound reduction. The
effectiveness of the barrier is dependent on the mass and height of the barrier,
and its distance from the noise source and the receiver. To be effective a barrier
must block the “line of sight” between the highest point of a noise source, such
as a truck’s exhaust stack, and the highest part of the receiver. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.16.

4.16 To be effective, a barrier must block the “line of sight” between the highest point of a noise
source and the highest part of a receiver.

To be most effective, a barrier must be long and continuous to prevent sounds
from passing around the ends. It must also be solid, with few, if any, holes,
cracks or openings. It must also be strong and flexible enough to withstand wind
pressure.

Safety is another important consideration in barrier construction. These may
include such requirements as slope, the distance from the roadway, the use of a
guard rail, and discontinuation of barriers at intersections.

Aesthetic design is also important. A barrier constructed without regard for
aesthetic considerations could easily be an eyesore. A well-designed berm or
fence can aesthetically improve an area from viewpoints of both the motorist and
the users of nearby land.



A) Earth Berms

An earth berm, a long mound of earth running parallel to the highway, is one of
the most frequently used barriers. Figure 4.17 shows a cross-section of a berm.

4.17 Cross section of a berm

Berms can range from five to fifty feet in height. The higher the berm, the more
land is required for its construction. Because of the amount of land required, a
berm is not always the most practical solution to highway noise. Different
techniques must be applied in urban as distinct from rural settings.

A berm can provide noise attenuation of up to 15 dBA if it is several feet higher
than the “line of sight” between the noise source and the receiver. This is
comparable to the noise reduction of various walls and fences which are used as
barriers. However, earth berms possess an added advantage: instead of
reflecting noise from one side of the highway to another, as walls do,19 and thus
increasing the noise heard on the opposite side, they deflect sound upwards.
Figure 4.18 illustrates this phenomenon.

4.18 Wall barriers may reflect sound from one side of the highway to the other.

The cost of building a berm varies with the area of the country and the nature of
the project. In California, the statewide average for building a berm is about $1
per cubic yard when the earth is at the site.20

In planning a berm, one must include seeding and planting in figuring cost. Also
to be included are land costs and maintenance in relation to erosion, drainage,
snowplowing, mowing, and perhaps future seeding. It costs approximately
$1,000 per acre per year to maintain a berm which is accessible to maintenance
equipment.21



B) Walls and Fences as Barriers

In addition to the more usual function of keeping people, animals and vehicles
from entering the highway right of way at undesired locations, a properly
designed fence or wall can also provide visual and acoustical separation between
highway noise sources and adjacent land areas. This method can reduce noise as
much as 15 dBA.22

The vertical construction and minimal width of walls and fences makes
installation possible when space is severely limited. This is especially important
when land costs are high, and where buildings are already adjacent to the
highway. The advantages and disadvantages of wall and fence barriers are
summarized in Figure 4.19.

The number of design variations for fence and wall barriers is virtually unlimited.

Acoustically, any solid continuous structure will suffice, provided that it is high
enough, and provided that the barrier is of adequate mass and density.

The cost of a fence or wall type barrier can vary considerably according to the
type of construction, the material used, local availability of materials and skills,
and the barrier’s dimensions. Not all types of barriers are suited for all climates,
and local conditions may cause significant differences in the maintenance cost of
the various barrier types. The cost questions must be evaluated on a local basis.

Some of the frequently used materials for fence and wall construction are
masonry, precast concrete, and wood.

Masonry noise barriers can be made of concrete blocks, brick or stone. A
concrete block barrier might range in cost from $10 a linear foot for a 6-ft. high
wall, to $75 a linear foot for a 12-ft. high wall. This latter figure includes a safety
railing. In general, a concrete block wall would cost $50 to $60 a linear foot.23 To
alleviate the monotony of a long run of wall, pilasters can be used: a 20 ft. high
concrete wall with pilasters might cost $300 per linear foot.24 Brick and stone are
extremely expensive and should only be used for special aesthetic
considerations.25

Precast concrete panels offer opportunities for cost reduction. A 13' 4" high wall
in Fairfield, California constructed of precast concrete panels cost only $29.50
per linear foot Wood noise barriers are another possibility. They tend to be less
expensive than other methods but are not as durable. An estimated cost for a 6'
high 5/8" plywood fence is $5.00 per linear foot.26



C) Plantings

Plants absorb and scatter sound waves. However, the effectiveness of trees,
shrubs, and other plantings as noise reducers is the subject of some debate.
Some conclusions can, however, be drawn:

· Plantings in a buffer strip, high, dense, and thick enough to be visually
opaque, will provide more attenuation than that provided by the mere
distance which the buffer strip represents. A reduction of 3-5 dBA per 100
feet can be expected. Shrubs or other ground cover are necessary in this
respect to provide the required density near the ground.

· The principal effect of plantings is psychological. By removing the noise
source from view, plantings can reduce human annoyance to noise. The fact
that people cannot see the highway can reduce their awareness of it, even
though the noise remains.

· Time must be allowed for trees and shrubs to attain their desired height.
· Because they lose their leaves, deciduous trees do not provide year-round

noise protection.

In general, plantings by themselves do not provide much sound attenuation. It is
more effective, therefore, to use plantings in conjunction with other noise
reduction techniques and for aesthetic enhancement.

The cost of plantings varies with the species selected, the section of the country,
the climate, and the width of the buffer strip. For deciduous trees and
evergreens, costs range from $10 to $50 a linear foot. The width of such a strip
would be approximately 40 feet for deciduous trees and 20 feet for evergreens.
Planting shrubs between the trees so as to form a dense ground cover would
double the price.

D) Combinations of Various Barrier Designs

Often, the most economical, acoustically acceptable, and aesthetically pleasing
barrier is some combination of the barrier types previously discussed.

For example, the Milwaukee County Expressway and Transportation Commission
feels that barriers constructed of precast concrete on top of an earth berm
provide maximum benefit for the cost.27 They estimate that such a combination
costs $51 per linear foot.

In addition to cost advantages, an earth berm with a barrier wall on top of it
possesses several other advantages over both a wall or a berm alone: 1) it is
more visually pleasing than a wall of equivalent height; 2) the berm portion of
this combination is less dangerous for a motorist leaving the roadway; 3) the
non-vertical construction of the berm does not reflect noise back to the opposite
side of the highway the way a wall does; 4) the combination requires less land



than would be required for a berm of equivalent height and slope; and 5) the
wall provides a fencing function not provided by a berm.

Another combination to be considered is that of plantings in combination with a
barrier. Not only do plantings and ground cover provide some additional noise
attenuation, but they also increase visual appeal.

4.5 Conclusion
Figure 4.19 provides a summary of the physical techniques which can be used by
designers, builders, and developers to reduce highway noise impacts. Some
conclusions follow which may be useful in getting them implemented.

Figure 4.19 Summary of Physical Techniques to Reduce Noise Impacts

Physical
Technique

Potential
Effectivenes
s

Situations
Where
Most
Effective

Cost Relevant
Administrative
Technique

Comments

Acoustical
Site Planning

Good-
excellent:
depends on
size of lot and
natural terrain.

Before
building
construction,
before
subdivision
development

Low. only
costs are
fees of
acoustical
consultant
and site
planner.

Building code*
Health code

Fairly
inexpensive
but requires
space which
may be
unavailable.
Has limited
sound
reduction.
Positive
aesthetic
impacts.

Acoustical
Architectural
Design

Fair Before
building
construction.

Low: only
cost is
that of
acoustical
consultant

Building code*
Health code

Low cost but
limited
effectiveness.

Acoustical
construction.

Excellent for
interior, poor
for exterior.

During
building
construction
best. Most
costly after
construction.

Varies
with
amount of
noise
reduction
desired
but
generally
high
especially

Building code*
Health code

Most effective
noise
reduction for
interiors



after
constructi
on.

Barriers Fair-excellent,
depends on
height and
mass

Varies with
type of
barrier

Moderate-
high:
varies with
type of
barrier,
see
below.

Zoning,
subdivision rules,
health code

High noise
reduction and
potentially
low cost.
Achieves
exterior noise
reduction.
Can have
adverse
aesthetic
impacts.

Earth Berms Good-
excellent

Best during
road
construction
when earth
is available.
Costly after
road
construction.
Impractical
in densely
populated
areas where
land is
scarce.

Moderate-
high:
depends
on
availability
of earth.

Good noise
reduction
properties
and aesthetic
appeal, but
requires
space and
requires
maintenance.

Walls and
Fences

Poor-excellent,
depends on
height and
mass

Any time Low-high:
depends
on height
and
thickness.

Requires little
space and no
maintenance,
but may be
aesthetically
unappealing
and can
reflect noise
to other side
of road.

Plantings Poor After road
construction.
After building
construction.

Moderate
high:
depends
on size of
buffer
strip.

Poor noise
reduction but
often
necessary for
aesthetic
appeal. Best
used in
combination



with other
techniques.

Combinations Good-
excellent.

Depends on
particular
combination.

Moderate-
high:
depends
on type of
barrier
used

Potentially
high noise
reduction and
aesthetic
appeal.

*Administrative techniques which can achieve any physical technique are health
codes, occupancy permit procedures, architectural review boards, and municipal
design services.

As is indicated by the chart below, five factors which must be considered in the
selection of noise reduction measures include the following:

1. Noise reduction desired
2. Situation where the physical technique would be most effective
3. Cost
4. Relevant administrative techniques
5. Aesthetics

Noise Reduction: The physical techniques discussed vary in their noise
reduction capabilities. For example, the effectiveness of the less expensive
techniques, such as site planning and acoustical architectural design, is limited
to situations where there is some distance between the buildings and the noise
source. If the noise source is nearby and significant noise reduction is desired
regardless of the expense, then more expensive measures, such as acoustical
soundproofing and barrier construction, may be necessary.

Situation where a technique is most applicable: The applicability of a
technique is determined by the population density of an area and the point in the
development process at which the technique is to be used, i.e., its timing. In a
densely populated area, site planning (perhaps in conjunction with construction
of a berm and a region of plantings) can often solve the noise problem. In a
high-density area where land is scarce and expensive, a better alternative would
be barrier construction and acoustical soundproofing of the buildings.

The timing of a technique also determines whether or not it is applicable. There
are three points at which physical noise reduction measures can be used: in the
planning phase; during building construction; and after construction. Techniques
applicable during the planning phase Include acoustical site planning and
acoustical architectural design. During the construction phase, those techniques
most applicable for highways are berms and barriers, since building materials
are available at the site; and during building construction the most appropriate



measure is acoustical soundproofing. It is possible to undertake noise reduction
measures after construction, but costs are much higher.

Cost: Cost is a very important consideration in the selection of a physical noise
reduction technique. Generally, cost is determined by the amount of noise
reduction desired and whether the noise measure is a preventative or
ameliorative one.

The most effective noise reduction measures are often the most expensive.
These include barrier construction and acoustical soundproofing. However, if
action is taken as a preventative measure in the planning stage, there is often
no need for the more expensive techniques.

Relevant administrative techniques: All these physical techniques depend
upon administrative actions for implementation. It is possible that physical
measures to reduce noise would be taken without local government action, but
since they involve extra expense, it is unlikely that they would be adopted on
any significant scale. Many administrative means exist to achieve each physical
noise reduction technique. For example, a noise impacted area can be zoned to
specify details of development design or construction. In such an area, buffer
strips (acoustical site planning), acoustical arrangement of living spaces
(acoustical architectural design), building insulation (acoustical construction
techniques), and barrier construction could be required. Similar requirements
could be included in the subdivision laws. Building and health codes, enforced by
withholding an occupancy permit, are effective ways to bring about acoustical
soundproofing. As explained in the section on Building Codes, particular
acoustical construction materials can be required or specific performance
standards established.

Aesthetics: Aesthetic and quality of life considerations are another important
area of concern. They depend largely on local preferences and climate, and
opinions of what is aesthetically pleasing will vary among communities.

Whatever the aesthetic judgement, aesthetic considerations must be
incorporated into the planning and construction process to ensure that the
solution which results is not offensive to the community. This can save a great
deal of time and money in the long run.

Finally, it should be stressed that no single technique or combination of
techniques is best for all situations, and that technique which is best will depend
on the nature of the project. The factors which are discussed above (i.e., noise
reduction, cost, applicability, and aesthetics) must be balanced against each
other to determine which technique or combination of techniques will be most
effective in a given situation.
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